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Technology Evaluation Centers Helps Manufacturing and Distribution Companies Take Charge of
the ERP Selection Process at the Vendor Shootout™ for ERP
The nation’s premier event for enterprise software evaluation, comparison and selection is headed to Houston,
November 6-8, 2013.
HOUSTON, TEXAS– October 24, 2013 – Established in 2007, the Vendor Shootout™ for ERP is the nation's
first and longest running event focused on simplifying enterprise resource planning (ERP) software evaluation, and
selection. Geared toward ERP selection teams and decision makers for companies with manufacturing and
distribution requirements, this premier event is ideal for businesses that are budgeting for or are currently evaluating
an ERP software upgrade or replacement.
Scheduled for November 6-8, 2013 in Houston, Texas, the goal and focus of the event is to provide a neutral
platform for the comparison of top Tier I and Tier II ERP solutions. Live scripted product demonstrations from top
ERP vendors coupled with insightful general session presentations, allow selection teams to accomplish what would
normally take months of planning, logistics and organizing, in one event.
Event Moderator, Technology Evaluation Centers (TEC), specializes in impartial and quantifiable enterprise
software selection. TEC offers a proven and industry leading software selection methodology and state-of-the-art
Web-based decision support technology designed specifically for software selection. Through TEC’s expert
perspective, selection teams can get equipped with the knowledge essential to manage their own selection project,
or receive personalized guidance to get them through vital project milestones.
The Vendor Shootout™ for ERP has served as the foundation that has helped hundreds of manufacturing and
distribution organizations to jump start their enterprise software selection projects. By attending this unique event,
ERP selection teams will be able bring objectivity and transparency to the selection process, while reducing overall
cost, risk and duration of the selection project.
For additional information, sponsorship opportunities or to register for the upcoming Houston Vendor Shootout™
for ERP event, visit www.erpshootout.com or call 877.907.2702. Space is limited. Reserve your team’s spot today.
About Vendor Shootout™ for ERP
Created in 2007 by brij Image and Information, the Vendor Shootout™ for ERP has helped to simplify software selection for
hundreds of companies throughout the US and abroad. brij’s goal was to create an event where qualified manufacturing and
distribution organizations could come and witness multiple ERP packages in action, without sales pressure. What started as a
unique concept, has grown into an international brand that has and will continue to change the way manufacturing and
distribution organizations approach their software selection projects. For more information on brij, visit www.brij.net.
About Technology Evaluation Centers
TEC helps organizations choose the best enterprise software solutions for their unique business needs—quickly, impartially,
and cost-effectively. TEC’s online Evaluation Centers, containing IT research and extensive knowledge bases, are the leading
resource for IT decision makers around the world. By combining that information with a proven methodology, unique Webbased software selection platforms, and years of software selection expertise, TEC delivers an unmatched range of online
software evaluation and selection services that bridge the gap between enterprise decision makers and the vendor/value-added
reseller (VAR) community. For more information, visit www.technologyevaluation.com.
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